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UM opposes proposal

Regents to weigh student athletic fee

A measure calling for a mandatory student athletic fee is to be instituted at all 10 Montana University System campuses in an effort to "stabilize" the athletic programs of Montana's colleges. He said he did not know how large the proposed fee would be.

Peterson said he intends to delay the proposal until after Com­missioner of Higher Education Lawrence Pettit is available to give his input from the perspective of a Montana legislator. Commissioner of Higher Education Lawrence Pettit has not yet responded to a brief written request for his position on the matter.

Student Drike

"We go so far as to organize the students to strike," Hill said. I will not stand for a mandatory athletic fee. I will go to the board and oppose it directly." He added.

Bowers said he did not believe the UM administration would "cooperate" with student strike, but that the proposal would not be fought by Main Hall.

I have opposed a mandatory athletic fee," said President Richard Bowers. "I have not made a commitment to the student athletic fee and I will continue to do so," he said.

UM administration could support a mandatory athletic fee, but that the proposal would be fought by Main Hall. "I have opposed a mandatory athletic fee," said President Richard Bowers. "I have not made a commitment to the student athletic fee and I will continue to do so," he said. "In the name of the student, I will oppose any effort to impose a mandatory athletic fee on UM students."
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Regents delay Pettit's newsletter

Regent Ted H. Heberly said he expected the charges of bias to be "bogged down" by other matters, including a recent dispute with the legislature's internal finance committee over custody of $1.4 million.

"I don't think it will be the last word," said Pettit. "I think the charges of bias will be taken until after the regular academic year resumes in September." Pettit said he expected the charges of bias to be "bogged down" by other matters, including a recent dispute with the legislature's internal finance committee over custody of $1.4 million.

Meg Mary Pace and Sid Thomas could not be reached for comment.

Forestry to oversee UM wildlife program

The University of Montana forestry school will take over the administrative supervision of the wildlife program, but the program's administration and faculty will remain independent, according to Wildlife Director Bruce Pengelly.

Regent Ted H. Heberly said he expected the charges of bias to be "bogged down" by other matters, including a recent dispute with the legislature's internal finance committee over custody of $1.4 million.

"I don't think it will be the last word," said Pettit. "I think the charges of bias will be taken until after the regular academic year resumes in September." Pettit said he expected the charges of bias to be "bogged down" by other matters, including a recent dispute with the legislature's internal finance committee over custody of $1.4 million.

Meg Mary Pace and Sid Thomas could not be reached for comment.

First of two parts. The second part will appear next week.

By RONALD J. SCHLEYER

The eye on Blue Mountain

NEAR THE SUMMIT of Blue Mountain, the University of Montana observatory faces southwest over the Bitterroot Mountains. (Montana Kalmin photo by Rex Bovee.)

After the University of Montana photography department hired Margrave from his post at the University of Montana in 1967, he moved to the site of the observatory, which he helped to establish in the mid-1960's, to prepare for his new duties. Margrave's professional home, which is his desire to allow student access to the observatory, faces southwest over the Bitterroot Mountains. (Montana Kalmin photo by Rex Bovee.)
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Students deserve real voice

A recent administrative proposal to purchase a new computer with student building fees once again indicates the need for students to become actively involved in determining policies which affect them.

A. Dale Tomlinson, University of Montana vice president for fiscal affairs, informed ASUM President Dave Hill of the administration's plan to use $656,000 from the UM building fund over a five-year period to purchase a new computer for the campus.

Hill criticized this move, saying that he was unhappy that Tomlinson waited until the academic year ended before informing him of the plan. Hill added that he was not aware that the fund would be used before the start of the next academic year in September.

Controversy over the use of student building fees dates back to 1974, following a proposal to use 175,000 of student building fees were used to pay back the department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) for misuse of federal work-study funds.

It was also learned at that time that $45,000 from the building fees fund was borrowed to pay legal fees of the five UM employees indicted in the 1972 work-study scandal.

A study of student building fee use headed by then-ASUM Business Manager John Nockley concluded it was unethical to use these funds for purposes other than for which they were collected.

Citing Article X, Section 10 of the 1972 Montana Constitution that says university system funds "shall remain intact in a sky vault sacred to the purpose for which they were dedicated," the study contended that using building fees to pay legal fees and HEW was unconstitutional.

In October of 1975 George Mitchell, special assistant to UM President Richard Bowers, submitted a report to Commissioner of Higher Education Larry Pettit renaming the building fees "institutional development funds" and clarifying spending procedures.

Hill attacked this proposal as being "ambiguous" and allowing no student voice.

In response to this attack, Bowers agreed to set up a committee composed of two students, two faculty members and one administrator to oversee use of the funds.

No appointments have yet been made to this committee, pending final decision by the Regents on Mitchell's proposal.

By JACK ANDERSON
with Joe Sper

PHOENIX to finish the story that the Boiles had started to investigate, Kraftwitz learned that Boiles had been in secret contact with a Phoenix businessman named Fred Porter Jr. Porter had given Boiles a file on Emprise Corp., a shadowy sports consortium, which he claimed was manipulating the Arizona Racing Commission. He spoke with Boiles about Emprise shortly before the reporter kept his appointment with death.

After Boiles was blown up in his car, Porter spent three hours at police headquarters. The Phoenix police withheld his name and put him under police guard for three days.

The same day that the guard was withdrawn, Porter was slapped over the head twice with a pipe. A passing police car spotted him, stretched out cold on the street.

Washington—Don Bolles, an investigative reporter for the Arizona Republic, was murdered earlier this month for getting too close to the truth. The last words he gasped were: "Mafia... Emprise... They finally got me."

"Mafia... Emprise... They finally got me." The last words he gasped were:

Following up murder

Tom Livers
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campus had poor access and the summit was costly private land. TV Mountain north of Missoula aeriel surveys suggested poor access to people and cars coming and going at all hours, and a mountain road for TV Mountain rested primarily on its poor view.

Margrave said, "I didn't want to get stuck in the fieldwork to get money. The orbits of the sun, moon and planets in the sky could be seen from it. We would have had to look back and forth across the sky to the planets."

From there, the Milky Way seems to rise to the stars above 9,075-foot Lolo Peak. The Milky Way galaxy, are especially附近的things we were studying," he commented. "The telescope can follow the stars east-to-west with an automatic, clock-like rotation, and it is vital to the telescope's ability to track the stars as they move."

The entire Physics and Astronomy department—six professors, Chief Technician Bob Ellis and others—was back on Blue Mountain again that fall. A massive concrete pier had finally been poured in the ground at the center of the site. This would be the telescope's vibrations basis foundation. A circular wall eight feet high had been erected by Tangberg Construction Co., Missoula. The firm's $5,526 contract also called for a two-hole brick outhouse downstream from the observatory building.

Margrave and others on the staff did preliminary work on the mountain that summer. One task required a surveyor's transit to determine the most important measurement: the exact north-south line at the point where the telescope would rest. The measurement relies on the transit, which is itself a telescope, to point accurately to Polaris, the north star. Polaris seems to stay in the north, though it deviates by slightly less than a degree, so as the earth turns and the stars all circle around the north pole, Polaris tracks the smallest circle. A few computations to correct for Polaris' wobble, and the staff had the measurement.

A circular wall eight feet high had been erected by Tangberg Construction Co., Missoula. The firm's $5,526 contract also called for a two-hole brick outhouse downstream from the observatory building.

The six professors raised the hemispherical roof, a $3,750 "Ahe' Dome' kit from Plainfield, Ill., in a day's work at the end of September. Gleaming in the sun, the dome looks as simple as a familiar agricultural silo. But the smooth exterior conceals two electric motors, one to rotate the dome on ball-bearing wheels, and another to raise the southern flat-side panel in the dome that opens vertically so the telescope can see out from the horizon to the zenith, which is straight up. As the telescope tracks into the sky, the telescope's polar axis parallel to earth's axis of rotation.

The snow quit long enough for the telescope mounting pier up and down it through the viewing slit in the dome and a television news crew. The show quit long enough for the installation to go safely. Once it was assembled and its pier bolted down, the observatory, the telescope worked perfectly. But there was a problem.

"I don't think we used it at all that fall," Margrave recalls. "The weather was so bad and the snow made it impossible to get up there very easily...one night we peeked at the moon or Jupiter or something and that was it."

Margrave was concerned about this poor view. The summit was costly private land. "I didn't want to get stuck in the fieldwork to get money. The orbits of the sun, moon and planets in the sky could be seen from it. We would have had to look back and forth across the sky to the planets."
Forestry

- Cont. from p. 1.
- Various departments rotate as director of the program.

Under that structure, he said, the director of the program did not know whether he was responsible to the forestry school or the College of Arms and Sciences. The tendency was for the director to look to his own school or department for supervision.

Reorganization Necessary

Pengelly said, he offered his resignation as director last winter in order to make it easier for the administration to reorganize the school.

The resignation as director last winter in various departments rotated as necessary, he said, to "bring the program under one head."

A problem arose, Pengelly said, because "the forestry school didn't want to let go, and zoology didn't want to let go, and zoology didn't want to let go." So they agreed on a standoff, he added, under which the administration will be assumed by the forestry school.

Pengelly said directing the program is time-consuming, and the full-time director should be hired. In addition to his duties with the wildlife program, Pengelly said, the forestry school and two state environmental boards place demands on his time.

But a decision on whether to seek a full-time director has been delayed by the rapid turnover of UM administrators. The tendency was for the forestry school to be "a tough one," because "there were people who might get a forestry professor, "might get moving," Pengelly said.

He said Talbot's decision to give "a long decision before leaving the post in 1974. And he said the same thing to Pengelly, Richard Landini studied this fall and their parents will feature 150 students to attend the session."

Orientation for new University of Montana students will be held today and tomorrow on the UM campus. The program, designed for students who will be entering UM this fall and their parents, will feature tours of campus facilities, career exploration workshops and a panel on student services.

Lois Kuni, coordinator of summer orientation, said she expects about 150 students to attend the session.
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Saturday


- Brown Bag series, Women on the Political Arena, noon, WRC.

- Trout Unlimited Films, 8 p.m. WCU 215, free.

- Art and handicraft sale, 10 a.m., Library Art Annex.

- IMS Montana History and Ghost Town Films, 8 p.m., WCU 215.

- Transcendental Meditation lecture, 8 p.m. LA 140.
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- Art and handicraft sale, 10 a.m., Library Art Annex.

- IMS Montana History and Ghost Town Films, 8 p.m., WCU 215.

- Transcendental Meditation lecture, 8 p.m. LA 140.